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ABSTRACT

Because healthcare knowledge, practices and systems change so rapidly, physicians-in-training need to develop skills related to lifelong learning. The adult learning paradigm defines the effective professional learner as autonomous and activated. A part of the residency’s p4 (Preparing the Personal Physician for Practice) redesign, the RAFT (Resident Assessment Facilitation Team) process was designed to encourage residents’ adoption of activated learning behaviors by incorporating their participation in team-based educational planning and assessment of competence. This study examined interaction within the RAFT meetings to gauge residents’ adoption of activated learning behaviors over time. In this study, transcripts of RAFT meetings from a single cohort of residents during the first and third years of training were analyzed using a grounded theory approach. Teams of at least two analysts per transcript engaged in two rounds of descriptive coding and three levels of axial coding to examine interaction during the RAFT meetings and identify how that interaction was related to residents’ activated learning. Four categories of interaction were identified: advising, managing the process of the meeting, expressing and managing emotion, and demonstrating reflective practice and mindfulness. Across those categories, 36 sub-types of messages indicated both similarities and differences between first- and third-year residents. Specifically, third-year residents took a more active leadership role in meetings; faculty team members were more likely to hand over responsibility for problem solving to third-year residents. Integrating residents into the RAFT advising and assessment process provides a context for residents to practice and exhibit activated learning behaviors.

Introduction

In the current era of rapidly advancing medical knowledge and changing clinical and administrative processes, physicians’ formal education becomes obsolete in a matter of years; thus, it is important to educate physicians to develop learning practices that will sustain them throughout their professional lives. The adult learning paradigm as first articulated by Malcolm Knowles1,2 posits that adults approach their education with aptitudes and goals that differ from those of children, thus, the design of the educational experiences of adults should reflect those different needs. Ideally, adult learning environments should encourage learners’ autonomy and engagement—orientations to learning that will also sustain ongoing, independent, professional practice. The paradigm of adult learning as adopted within the context of medical education empha-
sizes that physicians learn best through problem-focused, immediately applicable, self-directed experiences.3-7 The activated (or self-activated, self-motivated, or autonomous) learner is a component of the adult learning paradigm, and has been discussed in the education field since the 1970s.8,9 Similar to autonomous learner, a term that emphasizes a (pro-)active role in the learning process, the term activated implies that the learner is engaged in the processes and assessment of her or his education, with less emphasis on the idea of independent learning. If residency programs hope to graduate physicians who can continually learn and adapt their practices throughout their careers, supporting them to become activated learners is a significant goal for medical educators.

Background: graduate medical education

As a learning environment, medical residency uses an apprenticeship model in which physicians learn through supervised practice with relatively little time devoted to didactic teaching. When residents transition from content-oriented learning environments such as pre-medicine degrees in universities and medical schools, which traditionally involve more didactic education, they may be less prepared for the autonomous, practice-based learning environment of residency. In residency, much of the teaching and learning of medicine occurs implicitly as residents and attending physicians deliver medical care to patients. Research has described how the clinical context also includes implicit learning that is not part of the formal training but rather serves as a hidden curriculum.11-13 Particularly referring to non-scientific areas of practice such as medical ethics, the power of the hidden curriculum metaphor is that it describes how explicitly taught principles of ethics that are not reflected in actual behaviors of physicians may be soon abandoned in favor of what trainees have absorbed and internalized as a consequence of observing other physicians. A related discussion in the medical education literature pertains to physician socialization – an extensive process that underpins the development of professionalism15-16 and physician identity17-19 over time, By framing physicians’ development of ethics, professionalism, and physician identity occurring through implicit rather than explicit learning, this body of research justifies viewing the development of lifelong learning practices in a similar light. Specifically, all four constructs refer to the physician’s orientation towards practice rather than knowledge of specific content, and all develop through exposure to implicit messages and activity more than delivery of didactic content. The argument of this article is that although physicians will acquire skills and strategies to support their learning over time just as they develop a sense of ethics and professionalism, their development as learners need not be left to chance. Medical educators can and should be mindful of how residents are learning to learn, and integrate experiences and practices into residency that will support activated learning.

In 2007, recognizing that residency education in family medicine was limited in terms of training physicians to meet the growing health care needs of the US population, the American Board of Family Medicine, Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors, and the American Academy of Family Practice launched a demonstration project across 14 family medicine residency programs.20 During the 5-year, active phase of the project (known as P4 or Preparing the Personal Physician for Practice), the selected programs were challenged to implement innovative curricular changes to improve physicians’ future practice. Among a constellation of other changes, the residency program that was the site of this study made adult learning principles a foundation of the redesign in order to encourage and support activated learning among the residents. Prior to the redesign, as with all other programs across the country, the family medicine curriculum was principally determined by a list of required rotations through various specialties, and a list of required hours of service or numbers of procedures performed or types of cases managed. After the redesign, the residency curriculum was supported by a set of portfolios (fields of practice with associated learning goals, objectives, and activities) and a set of family medicine competencies with articulations of standards to be met for graduation. Rather than working through checklists, residents were required to identify their personal learning needs, select or create learning activities that would help them meet those needs, and conduct regular written assessments (both written and oral) of their progress in the family medicine competencies.

In terms of learner activation, the residency redesign represented a reversal of the customary, top-down system of education where learning activities and progress were determined by national regulations, the particular emphasis of the residency program, and faculty members’ evaluations. Instead, the redesigned residency offered an environment in which residents were expected to participate in all aspects of their learning as peers and, in some ways, curators of their education. Rather than focusing on teaching residents the principles of adult learning didactically, the educational structure of the program itself was changed so as to embed expectations for residents’ active learning into the activities and educational experiences of residency.

Theoretical foundations

In addition to acknowledging the relevance of the adult learning paradigm in redesigning the residency, two other constructs supported an implicit approach to encouraging learner activation-parallel process and social construction.

An influential construct known in the behavioral sciences as parallel process,21 and in education as implicit or mindful teaching,22,23 posits that a similar dynamic exists between clinician-patient communication and
teacher-learner communication. Research indicates that teaching practices modeled during a resident’s formal education can have lasting effects on future patient care encounters. Learners’ socialization into the culture of medicine inherently shapes basic assumptions about what are acceptable and unacceptable medical practices, and, as already described, a growing body of literature identifies the impact of the hidden or informal curriculum in medical education.

Thus, the residency redesign assumed that if residents experience supportive – activating – communication, they will replicate that communication in their care of patients. In turn, by incorporating residents’ voices into educational planning, and including them as peers in that conversation, they experience participation as equal members of an interdisciplinary team, and are encouraged to practice ongoing self-reflection and self-assessment of their learning as graduate physicians.

With origins in sociology, the social construction paradigm focuses on language and social interaction as the principal means through which social realities (such as educational practices, institutions, organizational cultures, and belief systems) emerge and humans learn how to relate to one another. Social constructionist approaches have been adopted in a wide range of medically-related studies, including medical perception, emotions, disability, gender and illness, and death. According to the social construction paradigm, language does not merely convey neutral information, but conveys the shared assumptions of a given group. For example, medical education now uses the phrase professionalism instead of bedside manner to invoke both the breadth of impact that physicians’ communication plays in clinical care, and also the centrality of competent communication to the work of being a doctor. In addition, social construction emphasizes that language exists within specific social contexts, and that social interaction within those contexts is necessary to establish meaning as individuals are habituated in language and then internalize its implications. In this case, the family medicine residency program adopted a special language and rules of engagement related to education (such as RAFT, Educational SOAP Note, learning contracts, selectives, and so on), which constructed the residency as a collaborative and egalitarian community, and constructed the residents as activated learners. The RAFT (Resident Assessment Facilitation Team) represented both a structured interaction where activated learning could be encouraged, and a site where residents’ activated learning might be observed.

Description of the Resident assessment facilitation team

One feature of the redesign that was intended to guide and support residents as they adopted a more central role in their education was called the RAFT – a collaborative advising and assessment process that brought faculty advisors and residents together. Medical education historically has excluded residents from participating in their own assessment, relying solely on faculty feedback to evaluate residents’ educational progress. However, self-assessment is currently recognized as an important and integral part of residency education.

Self-assessment processes often incorporate feedback from peers and faculty and, when effectively communicated, can teach residents how to view feedback as a necessary part of ongoing improvement. The resident-centered RAFT process brought together the recognized benefits of resident self-assessment with collaborative dialogue, and was designed with the following goals: i) Resist traditional hierarchical relationships among learners and faculty by enacting collaborative processes of educational planning and assessment. ii) Encourage resident activation and empowerment. iii) Preserve residents’ sense of well-being throughout the course of the residency.

Prior to the redesign, as observed by the first author and experienced by the fifth author over many years as a physician faculty member and residency director, resident assessment meetings were highly directive, critical and accomplished in the absence of the resident. Advisors subsequently summarized for the residents the outcomes of their assessment and any education plans that the faculty members and residency director had determined were necessary. In contrast, the RAFT is an interdisciplinary group that includes the resident, program director, advisor, behavioral medicine faculty member, medical educator, and residency manager. The RAFT innovation anticipated by several years the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) requirement that all residency programs implement a Clinical Competency Committee (CCC) for the assessment of residents. Although the RAFT addresses goals similar to the CCC by creating a team-based system for providing feedback to residents, it differs from it by deliberately including members with different disciplinary roles (rather than emphasizing physician faculty involvement) and also by including the resident as a central member of the team. The CCC is different from RAFT because its primary responsibility is to assess resident performance. In contrast, the RAFT meeting is conducted as a group advising conversation and provides a structured review of the resident’s educational activities, progress toward learning objectives and competency milestones, and reflections on learning experiences. Utilizing a set of communication principles intended to maintain safety and confidentiality, the team collaboratively addresses the resident’s educational and performance concerns.

The RAFT convenes for approximately one hour per meeting: three times during internship, twice during second and third years, and with the option to call an interim RAFT if needed to adjust a resident’s educational plan between scheduled RAFT meetings. Formal educational
planning is supported with a form – an Educational SOAP Note – designed specifically for use during advising meetings between the resident and advisor, as well as for presentation during the RAFT. The form outlines individualized learning activities both completed and planned for the future, and describes progress toward competency milestones. The Educational SOAP Note provides a framework for discussion during the meeting, serving as an agenda of sorts, and, after any suggested changes have been adopted, is formally approved by everyone present as the meeting concludes.

Research questions

Preliminary investigation of the RAFT process indicated some success in addressing a prevailing problem of residents’ loss of well-being over the course of residency. The following questions remained regarding whether and how the meetings effected a change in residents’ capacities as activated learners. The theoretical assumptions of the residency redesign suggested that, by involving the residents in a dialogic process in which they played a key role in decision-making about their education, residents would both develop and demonstrate activated learning skills. Just as the hidden curriculum teaches implicitly as residents and attending physicians manage the medical care of patients, learner activation is assumed to occur as residents and the other RAFT team members attend to the business of planning educational activities and monitoring resident progress. The tenets of social construction also indicate that language and interaction constitute social realities by conveying shared assumptions and practices such as the relative power and roles of the interactants – in this case, the shared power of the RAFT members, including the resident, and the expectation that the resident plays an active role. Thus, the following questions guided the inquiry into the impact of the RAFT meeting on residents’ development as activated learners:

RQ1: What are the features/functions of social interaction among RAFT team members?

RQ2: What differences (if any) can be identified in language and social interaction between first-year RAFT meetings and those that occur late in the residents’ third year of training?

RQ3: What does the residents’ participation in RAFT meetings imply about activated learning, particularly regarding the residents’ role?

Materials and Methods

Aligned with the theoretical frameworks of parallel process and social construction that informed the development of the RAFT and other features of the residency redesign, a discursive approach was employed to examine how interaction in this context influenced the residents’ development as activated learners. The term social linguistic analysis has been used to describe a focus on the discourse of a small group of people in a specific context. In this case, conversation among a group of individuals is recognized as a site of meaning and a channel through which social realities can emerge, such as the construction of the resident as an activated learner. Because the emphasis of this inquiry is on the emergence of a set of practices related to residents’ behavior – activation – the social interaction of the group and what it conveys about roles and expectations for behavior is particularly salient.

Sample

The texts that were analyzed are verbatim transcripts from RAFT meetings for a single cohort of six residents from within the IRB-approved study population (enrolled residents between July 2007 and June 2012) – the only cohort for which a complete set of recorded RAFT meetings was available. To identify changes that may have occurred in residents’ activation as learners through the course of the residency, two sets of meetings were selected for analysis: i) the residents’ first RAFT meetings (summer of their first year) and ii) the penultimate RAFT meeting (fall of their third year). After initial review of the transcripts, it was determined that the final RAFT meeting of the residency was substantially different from all the other meetings, making it unsuitable as a point of comparison. Specifically, the final RAFT meeting typically served as an idiosyncratic conversation about each resident’s entire residency experience, rather than the typical educational planning and competency assessment. Similarly, no interim RAFT sessions were included because their format varies from standard procedures related to the Educational SOAP Note. Thus, the data consisted of 12 transcripts (total = 225 pages, mean = 18.75 pages) that were compared across the two time-points – PGY1 (post-graduate year one) and PGY3 (post-graduate year three).

Data analysis

The analysis team included two medical educators (EF – who participated in all the RAFT meetings in the sample, and ND who participates in current RAFT meetings). Because participation in the RAFT meetings might influence the analysis by imposing interpretations on the text that were not necessarily evident to others, both initial coding and member checking involved two faculty researchers (SH, NB) who do not participate in RAFT meetings. In some cases, participation of the RAFT member who was present at the discussion helped to clarify moments of the interaction that were not easy to interpret from the transcript and recording alone. Discourse analysis is an interpretive process in which texts are examined for emergent patterns of meaning. The analysis of the RAFT transcripts followed principles of grounded theory, in which texts are approached inductively, and interpretations remain open until larger categories can be identified through iter-
ative rounds of comparison to one another and across cases.

For this study, given that the topics of conversation were guided by the Educational SOAP Note (such as, updates of completed educational activities, review of competency self-assessment and discussion of formal written feedback, proposed learning activities, and so on), analysis focused not on the content or topics of conversation, but rather on what was being accomplished through the interaction among the RAFT members. In addition, the research questions centered on residents’ adoption of a specific role or orientation to learning, which would be evidenced as much by what was performed through discursive interaction as by the content of what was uttered. For example, the topic of the conversation might be which clinical rotations were being proposed, but multiple social and discursive activities could be accomplished through that conversation; including, offering advice, eliciting information, offering reassurance, reflecting on past performance, and so on. Analysis occurred in five phases: i) Independent open descriptive coding: All four members of the analysis team participated in the first round with two coders per transcript including one medical educator and one researcher; coders interpreted and described in their own words what was being accomplished during each moment of the meeting. ii) Synthesis of the descriptive code sets by a third coder: Each medical educator synthesized codes on the transcripts for which they did not do initial coding, by reconciling the descriptions offered by the independent coders, and either a) offered a single descriptive code that reflected two similar interpretations, or b) retained multiple codes that interpreted the moment differently in terms of what it accomplished, and/or c) added an interpretation with an additional code. iii) Independent axial coding by both medical educators to identify common themes: Coders read through all the transcripts and associated interpretations, established consistent language that reflected themes of discursive activity identified in the initial coding, and grouped themes into categories of interaction during RAFT meetings. iv) Consensus axial coding into general categories and the development of operational definitions: The independent coders met to discuss the emergent themes and categories of interaction and to collaboratively develop the descriptive title and definition for each general category of the different activities of the RAFT meeting. Every theme was assigned to one of the general categories. Coding at this phase of the analysis was closed in that each theme was associated with only one category. v) Comparison of themes and associated categories across both sets of RAFT meetings to compare first- and third-year results: Coders compared results from each set of analyses side-by-side to identify similarities and differences of interaction between first-year RAFT meetings and third-year RAFT meetings.

As a form of member-checking to assess the plausibility of the results, the general categories and their associated themes (Table 1) were shared with the residency program director (JD, fifth author) and a faculty member who had participated in many of the RAFT meetings. The research team as a whole adjusted the wording of categories and their operational definitions until consensus was reached that the categories and themes accurately represented the transcript data.

Results

RQ1: What are the features of social interaction among RAFT team members?

Four general categories of interaction occurred during the RAFT meetings: advising, managing the process of the meeting, expressing and managing emotions, and demonstrating reflective practice and mindfulness. Operational definitions are as follows: i) Advising: interaction in which faculty members offered guidance to the resident in the form of suggestions, feedback, and information (e.g., about program procedures and regulations, options for electives, schedules, etc.). This category also included any instances in which the resident offered guidance or feedback to the residency program. ii) Managing the process of the meeting: interaction that functioned to keep the meeting on task or move the agenda forward, including clarifications of the process and metacommunication that ensured shared understanding among participants. iii) Expressing and managing emotions: interaction that was primarily emotional in content (expressions of feeling or eliciting conversation about emotion) or function (setting an emotional climate such as use of humor) whether expressed by faculty members or residents. iv) Demonstrating reflective practice and mindfulness: Interaction in which the resident considered past performance, identified learning needs, or offered evidence of having undertaken such reflection. This category included statements or questions from the faculty encouraging or demonstrating reflection. (Table 1)

RQ2: What differences (if any) can be identified in language and social interaction between first-year RAFT meetings and those that occur late in the residents’ third year of training?

Advising. Predictably, the majority of communication in this category for both first- and third-year meetings involved discussion of feedback on resident performance and faculty advice and suggestions related to the residents’ educational activities. The principal difference was that first-year meetings included more direct offers of assistance whereas in third year there were more explicit efforts by faculty to cede responsibility for educational planning to the resident. In the following PGY1 example, two faculty members offered specific advice to the resident about journaling as a self-reflective practice. Both comments are made in the same RAFT session.
Faculty 1: There is a book that can sometimes help people get started...It's called the Cameron...The Artist's Way...she actually takes you through doing daily pages and uh just writing and reflecting. I think I've got a copy in my office if you want to borrow it.

Faculty 2: When you do that, date all of your entries, including the year. You'll be surprised...what happens is what you write leads to other things and so it's kind of a way of unpacking stuff if you just learn to let it flow, and I think the idea about "What was my day like, what was this experience like, how I've been doing, thinking, feeling, reacting?" just with the idea of getting what's inside out and making it concrete and sometimes re-reading it will be, you know, some awareness that you could've made, so your willingness...of trial and error is huge.

In both comments, the faculty members are offering specific assistance to the resident who made a prior comment that s/he was thinking about journaling. The faculty members offer suggestions for locating books on journaling, tactics for how to journal, and provide suggestions based on their own experiences. The second faculty member is also providing a rationale for why journaling is a useful practice and how journaling can increase one's awareness.

In the following PGY3 example, the faculty member addresses the resident's concern about her/his progress on a practice improvement project by prompting reflection rather than giving advice.

Faculty: So, I mean, what do you think that would look like? If you were to feel like this whole thing was successful as a practice improvement, what...what would happen?

In this brief quotation, the faculty member poses questions directly to the resident to take ownership of her/his progress.
practice improvement (PI) project and instill activated learning instead of offering explicit advice for what s/he can do to be successful. As this example demonstrates, the faculty member is encouraging the resident to figure out the necessary steps for completing the PI project.

Managing the process of the meeting

In the first-year meetings, the majority of communication related to the meeting process involved the faculty – both the medical educator whose formal role was to facilitate the meeting and other faculty members – who initiated topic changes and ensured that various RAFT functions were fulfilled. In these first-year meetings, process-related communication initiated by residents was limited to questions of clarification regarding the flow of the meeting or educational planning procedures. In the third-year meetings, residents shared responsibility for the process of the meeting and played an active role as activated learners; particularly, residents initiated topic-shifts and sometimes even the order in which parts of the RAFT conversation occurred.

As part of the PGY1 RAFT meeting, the medical educator established an opening routine by welcoming the team and outlining the RAFT agenda.

Medical Educator: So, welcome to your RAFT. Let me just review quickly what, um, what the ritual is. So, the first part is your presentation of, um, what you’ve been doing since you arrived, um, your self-assessment on the, the competencies that you completed, and then the plan that you have for between now and the next RAFT, and we’ll have an opportunity to give you some feedback, um, ask and answer questions.

Another example of managing the meeting that frequently occurred in the PGY1 RAFT was when a faculty member would invite the resident to transition to a new topic by indicating a shift to the next topic of the meeting agenda.

Faculty 1: So, would you like to talk about sort of segueing away from this idea of where you are right now? One of the activities for this initial IEP [Individualized Education Plan] was, you know, a self-assessment of the competencies.

Resident: Okay.

Faculty 1: How did you go with that?

In this example, the faculty member not only signals a shift in topics is needed, but follows the resident’s agreement with a second, more direct invitation to explain how the self-assessment went. At first, the resident does not seem to recognize that the invitation to shift topics is also an invitation to manage the discussion; and therefore, the faculty member finds a way to hand over the facilitation of the topic by asking the resident a direct question about it.

In contrast, the resident in the PGY3 RAFT initiates a shift in topic by introducing a discussion about her/his practice improvement (PI) project. Although a section of the SOAP note is labeled Plans for Upcoming RAFT, the resident is not prompted by anyone else on the team to start that part of the conversation and the resident further manages the meeting by identifying a need to receive feedback on her/his PI project.

Resident: So plans for upcoming RAFT. Um, looking at all the portfolios, um, two things that stand out that I need to do. I need to finish my research project...The other big thing that I need to work on is a performance improvement project from the Administrative and Leadership portfolio, so I was hoping to get some feedback on what I’ve done so far and where I could go with this...I definitely did PDSA [Plan, Do, Study, Act cycle].

Unlike the faculty members’ explicit management of the agenda items in the PGY1 meetings, the third-year residents initiated topic changes (e.g., bringing the group back on track when a side conversation opened up) and introduced new topics that were relevant but not part of the RAFT agenda (e.g., how to best manage a conflict in the clinic). In this way, the residents’ capacities as activated learners were evident in the sharing of meeting facilitation leadership with faculty members. A final set of themes described a different group dynamic between PGY1 and PGY3 RAFT meetings that seemed to indicate a higher degree of familiarity and comfort among the members of the team; specifically, explicit comments by residents about the safety of the interaction, a core goal in supporting an activated learner. Residents also commented on a more informal flow of conversation with cooperative overlaps and storytelling and less explicit discussion of the formal elements of the meeting (parts of the SOAP Note, for example, and forms to be completed) – themes that were not identified in the PGY1 transcript analysis.

Expressing and managing emotions

The communication in both sets of meetings included expressions of emotion (e.g., trepidation, anxiety, confidence, and pride), expressions of humor, and statements of gratitude and appreciation. The first-year meetings also included personal storytelling by the resident and discussions of self-care in response to specific prompts by RAFT members. The theme of self-care was included in this category because it was typically discussed in the context of managing stress as a lifelong learner or maintaining a sense of coping or well-being as a resident. Third-year meetings contained additional examples of humor and storytelling shared among faculty and residents, emerging as a consequence of less formal interaction. In some cases, this interaction was initially coded as side conversation, but when considered as a pattern that occurred across the PGY3 meetings, collaborative storytelling and cooperative humor seemed to indicate that residents were more confident and interacted more as peers within the team as compared with the PGY1 RAFT meetings.

In the following example of a PGY1 session, the faculty member enquires about the resident’s self-care and the stress s/he mentioned earlier in the session.
Faculty: So, one of the things I’m wondering about is...you also talked a little bit about how sometimes in your thinking you kind of just stress out or you think about the things that stress you out, and so I’m wondering how hard or easy it is for you to name that to ask for help to get the help you need to manage that in ways that are helpful for you?

The faculty member prompts a conversation about how the resident is managing her/his emotions based on a previous statement the resident made about things that stress her/him out. In this way, the faculty member is supporting the resident to share and encouraging her/him to reflect on the emotion and be an activated learner by expressing how easy or difficult it is to ask for help when s/he is stressed out. This brief example highlights how the faculty member is encouraging learner activation in the context of asking the resident to reflect on the emotion and management of it. In addition, the codes related to emotion in the PGY1 meetings include examples of RAFT faculty members expressing encouragement and support, residents expressing appreciation, and residents’ occasional reference to feeling vulnerable or nervous about the residency.

In PGY3 meetings, there is a shift in who initiates the disclosure of emotion. Residents were more likely to instigate an expression of emotion as exemplified in the following quotation:

Resident: So yeah, I feel the need to take a deep breath. We had in our family a little crisis this morning, so I was up early and I’m a little high on caffeine right now. Everything’s okay but we had to deal with that. ([Medical educator]: uh huh) So a little emotional from it, too, so I’m sorry about that.

In this example, the resident begins the meeting by disclosing and managing her/his emotions without being prompted. Not only does the resident name how s/he is feeling, s/he pauses to take a deep breath and disclose a family crisis that occurred earlier in the day. In naming her/his emotional state, the resident self-activates her/his involvement in the meeting and demonstrates her/his development of skills to both name and manage her/his emotional state.

One particular difference identified throughout the analysis that is worth noting was the residents’ expressions of a negative emotion. In the PGY1 year, residents might briefly name a negative emotion (e.g., annoyance) but underlay its importance as in this example:

Resident: One doctor said I wouldn’t do very well with, like, critical care stuff. I was kind of annoyed.

Although the resident is able to name dislike of the doctor’s statement, there is no additional statement addressing how he or she will manage the negative emotion. In the PGY3 RAFT sessions, residents engaged in more extended discussion of negative emotional states as well as efforts to manage them.

Resident: I feel rested [...] I guess I’ve been super-stressed lately about the future, um, and finding a job and like keeping up with everything here. Um, and ignoring a lot of things about finding a job, um, and then other like personal stuff; which I’ve been [discussing with my advisor] a lot and, um...all sorts of stuff that came up. Um, I started going to [community-based support group] meetings, which is pretty good.

Unlike the example in the PGY1 session, the PGY3 resident names the emotional state and mentions how s/he is managing the stress by discussing it with her/his advisor and attending support group meetings. Interestingly, the resident also begins the example with a positive statement, I feel rested but quickly follows it with I guess I’ve been super-stressed...

Although the resident begins on a positive note with her/his state of wellbeing, s/he doesn’t hesitate to express the stress s/he’s been feeling. In this way, the resident behaves as an activated learner by demonstrating the skills s/he has learned in managing stress and feeling safe to disclose how s/he feels to her/his fellow RAFT members.

Modeling reflective practice and mindfulness

Interaction related to reflective practice was similar in first- and third-year meetings, with residents engaging in self-reflection and self-assessment after being prompted by a faculty member. A subtle but important difference between the two sets of meetings was in the fluid, integrated quality of reflective communication in PGY3. Whereas the structure of the meeting and prepared educational SOAP note primarily dictated when and how the first-year residents would reflect on their education, third-year residents and faculty members typically engaged in reflection as part of an emergent dialogue about resident performance rather than being prompted by the structure of the meeting itself. For example, in a PGY1 session, the resident was prompted to comment on her/his video review of a patient encounter and self-identify a learning need.

Resident: I had a patient who functions well with his English but does not really comprehend and it wasn’t apparent to me during the exam, but then I’m watching and like, “Wow, I’m spending a lot of time trying to understand him and he’s not entirely understanding me”. So that was kind of eye-opening.

In the following PGY3 meeting, the resident independently (without prompting) described a global insight into her/his own perspective on family practice.

Resident: I looked back and realized I’ve been doing a lot and growing a lot since April, the last time we met, um, and just thinking about where I was at that time and seeing patients and questioning my abilities and now seeing a full schedule, feeling like I can handle it, working in to handling a med student as well, and I’m really feeling a lot more confident, um, in my abilities, which is a big deal and, um, I definitely have developed a clinical style in the office which is kind of fun. It’s like this is how I’m practicing medicine...realizing on a very real level
what chronic illness means to people and hearing them talk about it, [was] really enlightening for me, and I was able to take some lessons that I learned from just those visits back to the office and remember what I was hearing from my patients, so I’m feeling that I’m moving from competent to proficient as I’m working on this.

This extended comment was given in response to the medical educator’s opening prompt: We’re going to begin with your narrative of what you’ve been doing... The resident’s response – which has been significantly cut from its original 49 lines – demonstrates both the depth and breadth of her/his reflective practice as an activated learner. Many of the third-year residents illustrated similar levels of reflexivity in long monologues about their well-being, completion of residency activities, and perspectives about themselves as family physicians, to name a few topics. These lengthy, reflective moments by the residents were often unprompted or in response to brief, non-specific questions by the RAFT faculty members. Similar to disclosures of emotion, the resident demonstrates her/his trust in her/his fellow RAFT members to share personal insights and be actively involved in ongoing reflective practices as part of her/his education.

Finally, there were examples of reflective practice and mindfulness involving the residents’ self-assessment of competence. In the following PGY1 example, the faculty member prompted the resident to reflect on her/his competency in terms of assessing readiness for more independent clinical practice.

Faculty: So one of the questions I would need to ask you is when you think about the outpatient setting and you think of we have physicals and pap tests and preventive care mixed in sometimes with all the complex behavioral stuff, um, are you at a point now where you feel really confident to jump into that vs. a, you know, few more weeks of sort of hand-holding, working in tandem with somebody while you learn the ins and outs of [the EMR system].

In this example, the faculty explicitly asks if the resident feels confident to provide care independently or if s/he feels the need for continued assistance. As an intern, the resident does not behave as an activated learner by initiating a self-assessment. In the PGY3 year, there is less prompting by the faculty and more instigation by the residents to reflect on internal processes to determine their own competence. In the following example, the faculty members ask for clarification when the resident indicates discomfort with the idea of claiming to be competent; the resident, however, is the one who names his/her sense of competence.

Faculty 1: Because if you were to actually name, use a reference of competence, what would you have to accept...about yourself?

Resident: Like if...that I’m getting more competent, becoming more competent...

Faculty 2:...do you feel there is barrier inside of you or outside that’s causing you to not advance?

In this exchange, the faculty members attempt to understand the resident’s level of readiness for independent practice and her/his associated feelings. By asking a few questions, the resident names her/his growth in competence and confidence in managing patient care as a result of both prior self-reflective practice and the RAFT group interaction. The example also highlights the resident’s disagreement with the faculty’s suggestion that s/he is not advancing and plays an active role in assessing her/his own competence.

**RQ3: What does the residents’ participation in RAFT meetings imply about activated learning, particularly regarding the residents’ role?**

In the category of advising, RAFT interaction indicated a shared practice of integrating feedback, assessment, reflection, and advice-giving into educational decision-making that included the resident as a key player on the team. By the third-year RAFT meetings, examples of “advice-giving” by faculty members were less frequent, and advice was typically integrated into dialogue and negotiated between resident and faculty members. The theme of offers of help and guidance was not noted in the PGY3 meeting transcripts, but there were numerous examples of efforts to hand decision-making back to the resident, which implicitly communicated both confidence in the residents’ ability to problem-solve independently, and an expectation that they should do so in the context of the RAFT conversation.

The category of expressing and managing emotion produced the widest range of themes describing interaction, and the most consistency between first- and third-year meetings in terms of shared themes. Both sets of meetings integrated expressions of emotion, statements of encouragement and gratitude, and humor, and descriptions of self-care; although the later meetings were characterized by more fluid and integrated references to emotions and self-care as residents told and reflected on their own stories of residency. The RAFT interaction established a practice of expressing and discussing emotions as part of the residents’ education, rather than treating the discussion of emotions as belonging only to a discursive context such as psychological counseling or professional support group. By encouraging disclosure of and reflection on the emotions that residents experienced during their education – including those experienced in response to patient care – the RAFT interaction signaled that reflecting on one’s emotions serves an important purpose in activated learning. In some cases, emotional disclosures resulted in expressions of empathy and support, and in other cases residents were prompted to reflect on emo-
tions (such as reluctance to claim competence) in order to facilitate their learning.

Activities related to managing the process of the meeting were at first the purview of faculty members and later became the responsibility of residents. In many cases, residents simply adopted more of a leadership role by the PGY3 meeting and took responsibility for identifying what topics they wanted to address at what time during the meeting. RAFT faculty members continued to influence the flow of conversation by asking questions or (in the case of the medical educator) reminding the group about the RAFT agenda, but the general movement of the responsibility for the content of the meeting from faculty to resident implied that educational planning and determining competence were the purview of the residents as activated learners.

Also by the end of residency, communication that indicated self-reflection and mindfulness was seamlessly integrated into conversations of educational progress rather than needing explicit prompting from the faculty members. Thus, the RAFT interaction demonstrated that self-reflection, particularly in the context of conversations with others, is an expected and worthwhile feature of activated learning. Residents became comfortable telling stories of their educational experiences and reflecting on what those experiences meant for them as learners and as physicians anticipating independent future practice.

Discussion

Analysis indicated that interaction during the RAFT meetings addressed practical exigencies of learning such as setting goals and establishing educational activities (advising), as well as the facilitation of the meeting itself (managing the process of the meeting). However, even in communication that served administrative functions, residents' engagement in these functions by their third year indicated increasing activation of their learning. Familiarity with the process and comfort with the faculty members may account for some of the changes in interaction observed during third-year meetings. However, the more fluid integration of topics such as self-care and emotional responses to learning, as well as the occasional push back from third-year residents when they disagreed with faculty members' ideas suggest that residents also had become comfortable with a more active and authoritative role in their learning.

A number of implications may be offered. i) The RAFT provides a planned context in which skills of activated learning – including self-reflection and self-assessment, mindfulness, emotional disclosure and reflection – can be encouraged and practiced. ii) By recasting learners and teachers as collaborators in educational processes, the RAFT offers an alternative to traditional models where assessment and educational planning are separate activities and evaluation of learners is accomplished by faculty members independent of dialogue with residents. In this model, the residents take on more responsibility for triangulating others' feedback with their self-assessment to inform educational problem-solving which, ideally, will continue as part of their professional, lifelong learning. iii) The process of encouraging activated learning is developmental in that advising by RAFT faculty members evolves with the resident. First-year residents can receive more direct advice-giving and problem-solving and, by third year, residents can be encouraged to assume responsibility for identifying and meeting their educational needs. iv) The four major categories of interaction during the RAFT, supported by its formal structure, are complementary in function (e.g., advising is accomplished with emotional awareness and sensitivity; reflecting on performance is a key aspect of advising; all play a role in supporting residents' activated learning).

It should also be noted that in order to provide resident assessment and advising meetings that encouraged the residents to adopt activated learning behaviors, substantial discussion occurred among the faculty, not only about the structure that would be required but also about the communicative processes and the values that should underlie the approach, with trust and safety as core goals. Furthermore, the RAFT (or any similar process) depends upon the culture of the residency, including complementary educational innovations and the members’ investment in being self-reflective and mindful, and applying emotional sensitivity while interacting with one another, both within and outside the assessment process.

The data set was robust for identifying the characteristics of this group’s interaction as it differed across two time points. However, it represented only one cohort of residents and so it cannot be claimed that the sub-themes would replicate exactly with another cohort. Future research might expand the sample and repeat the analysis with examples of interim (special purpose) RAFT meetings. Also, reflecting on the RAFT as an educational intervention beyond activated learning, a number of questions remain, particularly regarding its impact on residents’ development of communication skills and professionalism, team-based practice, and relationship-centered care of patients. As it stands, however, the categories and descriptions of interaction from this analysis allow other medical education programs to consider the influence of discourse and how discursive contexts (such as assessment and advising meetings) can serve as opportunities to encourage, guide, and observe residents' adoption of activated learning practices.

Like any other educational experience, the RAFT is deemed successful when residents and faculty alike are able to transfer skills of activated learning from the RAFT into other educational or clinical contexts. One third-year resident expressed the value of the RAFT meetings as a time for reflection and self-assessment:

I appreciate having to go through this process because...it’s an eye-opener...as to [how] far you’ve gone or what you’ve not done that you should have
done and also what you plan on doing in the future so, it's actually... a good thing for me to be able to... sit down and have it on paper and be able look it from my previous RAFT and compare it.

The hope and expectation is that, having practiced these skills of active learning in residency, the residents will retain an active orientation towards their learning, and these skills will sustain them throughout their professional lives.
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